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Pacejet Enterprise Shipping for NetSuite
The Only Complete Freight Quoting and Shipping Solution Built for NetSuite
Pacejet provides access to more integrated shipping services, visibility with
freight quoting and rate-shopping, and automation to ship faster and more
accurately. More NetSuite users connect to more carriers via Pacejet than
any other cloud software, processing millions of LTL, Parcel, and 3PL quotes
and shipments to reduce costs, improve efficiency, and eliminate errors.
Key Benefits for NetSuite Users

Features

 Adds Full LTL and 3PL Shipping with
integration to leading freight services

Enhanced NetSuite Shipping Experience

 Enhances Parcel Shipping with more
services for UPS, FedEx, USPS, and
more regional / global parcel carriers
 Reduces Costs 10-20% via real-time
freight quotes including support for
negotiated rates, freight class,
dimensions, special services
 Reduces Costs 20-30% with automatic
rate-shopping that finds the lowest
cost shipping service for each order
 Improves Usability and Speed with
one multi-carrier user interface and
shipping process for all services
 Improves Efficiency and Throughput
with automatic paperwork such as bill
of lading and commercial invoice

Ship with an expanded range of carrier services using one cloud software application
that is more efficient and easier than multiple bolt-on PC applications.
 Ship via LTL and 3PL freight services with automatic ProNum and Bill of Lading
 Use enhanced UPS, FedEx, USPS parcel shipping with features such as negotiated
rates, commercial plus pricing, multiple carrier accounts, or dimensional pricing
 Export with HST / NAFTA data capture, Commercial Invoice, Certificate of Origin
 Add expanded parcel shipping with regional and global carrier service options
 Quote, pack, and ship with all carriers via one unified user experience
Freight Quotes with Rate Shopping
Quote shipping costs to customers with increased accuracy and use automatic rate
shopping to find the lowest cost shipping service for each order.
 Quote shipping costs for Orders, Fulfillments, Estimates, Transfers, Purchases
 Rate-shop across all Parcel, LTL, 3PL shipping services to find the lowest cost
 Connect quoting to your SuiteCommerce sites to offer expanded shipping options
 Capture shipping costs and use flexible freight pricing rules to automate billing

 Eliminates Duplicate Data Entry and
Transcription Errors via direct carrier
integration without software apps
 Adds Flexible Shipping Enhancement
with built-in packing, WMS support,
compatibility with other SDN apps

About Pacejet
Pacejet is the most complete freight
quoting and shipping solution built for
NetSuite. More NetSuite shippers use
Pacejet to quote, pack, and ship with more
LTL, Parcel, and 3PL carriers than any
other cloud software.

For more information, please visit Pacejet at SuiteApp.com.
Contact your NetSuite Sales Representative or Account Manager for an introduction to Pacejet.
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Advanced Packing, Advanced Paperwork, Consolidated Shipping
Automate your complete pick-pack-ship fulfillment process with Pacejet advanced
packing features or use consolidation to combine fulfilments together.
 Pack shipments with built-in tools to capture dimensions, weight, freight class,
insured/declared value and easily drag-n-drop products into containers
 Scan products into containers as you pack to validate items and quantity
 Print advanced paperwork and labels including packing lists, container contents
labels, basic UCC128 labels, combined pack-slip shipping labels, and more
 Capture container weights from scales electronically through USB interface
 Auto pack products in containers to improve freight quoting accuracy
 Consolidate multiple fulfilments into a single container for shipping
Compatibility with Scanning, WMS, EDI Add-Ons
Customer Quotes
“Pacejet enabled us to see significant cost
savings, helped us maintain excellent customer
service while giving us the flexibility to keep
improving our shipping operations.”
-- President of ursource

“Pacejet revolutionized the way we manage
shipping by consolidating all of our carriers,
rules, and data in one system. We can rateshop to quickly find the lowest cost shipping
method… Pacejet also provides shipping data
we've never had before.”
-- Operations Manager, BarProducts.com

“By using Pacejet, we can quickly work with
multiple carriers in one solution to find the
best shipping prices and reduce costs for our
company and our customers … helps our team
complete tasks in seconds that used to take
minutes."
-- General Manager, The ToolNut

“Pacejet gives our team the confidence to pick
the right method of shipping to save money
and improve the customer experience."
-- COO, Thos. Baker

“Pacejet was the perfect match for our
shipping needs.”
-- Director, United Exchange Corporation

Run Pacejet shipping with standard NetSuite, while using other Built for NetSuite
warehouse scanning applications, or while using the NetSuite WMS modules.
 Use Built for NetSuite scanning applications with Pacejet for shipping
 Use NetSuite WMS applications with Pacejet for shipping
 Use Built for NetSuite EDI applications with Pacejet for shipping
High-Volume Fulfillment Support
Use optimized shipping workflows to process orders in batches, group orders
together for shipping, or streamline processing steps as your volume grows.
 Rapidly scan, rate-shop, and ship via the shipping workbench
 Automatically rate and ship small batches with a few clicks
 Use asynchronous shipment staging for optimized pack-and-ship
 Use asynchronous ERP updates for optimized carrier updates
 Manage rate-shop, ship, print, ERP update tasks independently for easier
management and automation of very large shipping batches
Consolidated Shipping Data and Reporting
Report on spending and shipping details for all carriers together, analyze savings
from rate-shopping, and explore opportunities to increase your savings.
 View and track daily and weekly shipments via shipping dashboard
 Display and print daily shipment summary for all carriers and modes
 Summarize and export shipping detail to Excel for further manipulation
 Use the shipment savings report for spending, savings, potential savings

Pacejet requires the following pre-requisites for implementation with NetSuite,
please contact your NetSuite representative for more information:
 NetSuite pick, pack, ship feature must be activated.
 NetSuite shipping label integration should be off.
 NetSuite basic UPS, FedEx, USPS must be turned off.
 Fully automated printing requires local install of print connector.
 NetSuite SSO and Token-Based Authentication are recommended.
 Scale integration supports USB hardware interfaces only.

For more information, please visit Pacejet at SuiteApp.com.
Contact your NetSuite Sales Representative or Account Manager for an introduction to Pacejet.

